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ABSTRACT

A robust post processing technique is mandatory to analyse the coronagraphic high contrast imaging data.
Angular Differential Imaging (ADI) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) are the most used approaches to
suppress the quasi-static structure in the Point Spread Function (PSF) in order to revealing planets at different
separations from the host star. The focus of this work is to apply these two data reduction techniques to
obtain the best limit detection for each coronagraphic setting that has been simulated for the SHARK-NIR,
a coronagraphic camera that will be implemented at the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT). We investigated
different seeing conditions (0.4” − 1”) for stellar magnitude ranging from R=6 to R=14, with particular care in
finding the best compromise between quasi-static speckle subtraction and planet detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

SHARK is a coronagraphic camera proposed for Large Binocular Telescope in the framework of the 2014 Call for
Proposals for Instrument Upgrades and New Instruments.1–4 We are building this tool because first of all we hold
an excellent adaptive optic (AO) performance, we are in the northern hemisphere with a strong scientific case and
the purpose is going on sky in a very short time. In order to take advantage of these points we proposed a simple
camera which will allow direct imaging, coronagraphic imaging and coronagraphic low resolution spectroscopy.
SHARK-NIR together with the SHARK-VIS channel, are covering a wide wavelength domain, going from 0.6µm
to 1.7µm (Y to H band). SHARK-NIR will offer extreme AO direct imaging capability on a field of view (FoV)
of about 18”x 18”, and a simple coronagraphic spectroscopic mode offering spectral resolution ranging from 100
to 700.
The main science case of SHARK-NIR is searching for giant planets, to succeed, an high contrast is necessary. We
also emphasize that the LBT AO SOUL upgrade will further improve the AO performance, making possible to
extend the exoplanet search to target fainter than normally achieved by other 8-m class telescopes, and opening
in this way to other very interesting scientific scenarios, such as the characterization of AGN and Quasars,
normally too faint to be observed, and increasing considerably the sample of disks and jets to be studied.
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2. THE ANGULAR DIFFERENTIAL IMAGING: ADI

The Angular Differential Imaging5 is a post processing technique used on direct imaging data to suppress the
quasi-static structure presents in the PSF.6 The acquisition of a set of images, usually up to a few hundreds,
is performed with the instrument rotator turned off. In this way, the quasi-static PSF is stable during the
observation while a rotation of the FoV with respect the instrument occurs. The algorithm is structured in
three simple steps: first, a reference PSF is generated by median combining all images in the sequence and it is
subtracted from each image to remove the quasi-static structure. Then image differences are de-rotated to align
the FoV. Finally, de-rotated images are median combined.
The peculiarity of the data reduction pipeline we written is the implementation of different variants of the
reference PSF. We taken into account a single-median as reference PSF as in the classical ADI of course, but
also multiple-medians. In this latest case the images sequence is divided into two or more subsets and the single-
median subtraction is applied separately for each of them. In this way, reference PSFs are closer in time (and
hence more correlated) to the images they are subtracted from. The drawback is the enhanced planet cancellation
(see Sect. 3). In addition we also performed the Principal Component Analysis (PCA), this algorithm is based on
a statistical representation of each frame as a linear combination of its principal orthogonal components. These
components are estimated by diagonalization of the covariance matrix associated to the signal. Its application
has been reported to be very effective particularly by manipulation of the number of principal components to
maximize the signal from the planet near its host star.7,8 The number of modes used for the PCA analysis is
associated to the variance of the corresponding principal component.

3. SELF-SUBTRACTION OF THE PLANET LIGHT

Using small subsets to generate the reference PSF can help attenuating the speckle noise, but it also results
in a growing risk of planet removal if not enough field rotation occurs in the subset itself. This stresses out
how important is to account for the planet self-subtraction.9 In general, self-subtraction depends on the planet
separation from the host star: the drop of its light is bigger at small separations and decreases at large separations
(see Fig. 1). This is due to the fact that the same FoV rotation corresponds to a slower motion of the planet at
small radial separations from the star, with respect to larger separations.

Figure 1. Graphic scheme of the self-subtraction effect depends on the separation from the host star.



3.1 The effect of the self-subtraction

This effect of the self-subtraction results in a subtraction of both speckles and the planet signal near to the star.
In order to account for this effect, the pipeline injects fake planets in simulated images at different separations
and position angles. The simulated datacube in which we injected the fake planets is processed by the pipeline
and the post-processed result is analysed to obtain the quantity of the planet light lost (see Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. The effect of the self-subtraction on the planet light, it is stronger near the host star. A simple ADI case
(upper panel) and a more reference PSFs subtraction (lower panel) in comparison.

3.2 The field of view rotation at LBT

To study this effect we used a sequence of 30 images, assuming they cover uniformly a space of time of 1 hour.
Two FoV rotation cases (30◦ and 90◦) are explored, according to the LBT object visibility (see Fig. 3). We also
assumed that star culmination occurs in the middle of the observation. For the simulation we chose 90 degree of
FoV rotation corresponding to an object declination of 27◦, more or less the Taurus-Auriga star forming region.

3.3 Estimation of the signal loss

To quantify this effect we compared the residual (post-ADI) signal to the initial one, in the way to generate
a cancellation profile. In the Figure 4 and Figure 5 we report some examples of these profiles: signal loss is
plotted as a function of angular separation from the star for different ADI variants. For a FoV rotation of 30◦,
single-median subtraction and PCA using 1 mode preserve almost 60% of the signal for separations larger than
200mas (see Fig. 4). As FoV rotation increases (90◦ as in the figure on the right), a growing number of modes for
PCA subtraction can be used (see Fig. 5). At very small angular separations (150-200mas), only single-median
subtraction and 1-mode PCA in the case of 90◦ FoV rotation allow to preserve almost the 60% of the signal.

4. POST-PROCESSING CODE

Simulations10 are based on the Fresnel end-to-end propagation. We used closed-loop atmospheric residuals for
different seeing conditions (0.4” − 1”) and guide star magnitudes (from R=6 to R=14). We take into account
Non Common Path Aberrations and Telescope Vibrations and polychromatic imaging was also developed. The



Figure 3. An example of parallactic angle values for objects at different declinations during an observation of 1 hour at
LBT.

result of each coronagraphic simulation is a datacube of 30 frames. The pipeline used to analyse these simulated
data takes into account the cancellation factor by injecting fake planets in the data at different position.
For the detection limit, the metric we adopt is the 5-σ detection limit: we compute the standard deviation of
counts in the final ADI-processed frame as a function of angular separation. The standard deviation is calculated
pixel-to-pixel: for each individual pixel in the final ADI-processed frame, we select two close-by regions for
computation. This is the the same procedure used in simulating planet detection for SPHERE.11,12 The output
of the procedure is a bi-dimensional noise map, from which we extract a radial profile via azimuthal averaging.
Standard deviation is then multiplied by five and divided to the peak of the field-nobstructed PSF, for sure
taking into account the self-subtraction factor. The self-subtraction value is calculated as:

SS = (PADI −Back)/Pi (1)

Where PADI is the intensity of the injected fake planet after the post processing code was applied, Back is the
background value calculated on a frame edge and Pi is the initial intensity of the fake planet we injected. These
values are evaluated for each planet at different separation in a way to generate a cancellation profile depending
on the distance from the host star.

5. PERFORMANCE IN HIGH STREHL CONDITION AT DIFFERENT JITTER
VALUES

Vibrations arise from resonant modes in the structure of telescope, in particular the swing arm supporting the
Adaptive Secondary Mirror. These modes are excited by wind shacking and/or telescope tracking and mainly
introduce tip and tilt aberrations which are only partially filtered out from the AO system. We indicate jitter
as the amount in rms of the residuals after AO-correction (J3 = 3mas rms and J10 = 10mas rms).



  

Figure 4. The planet light subtracted for a 30◦ FoV rotation. Amount of the planet light that is self-subtracted by the
post processing reduction (M1 corresponds to simple ADI, M2 is an ADI by using two references psf and so on. For the
PCA the capital P is associated to the number of used modes) for Gaussian-Lyot coronagraph in a high Strehl condition.

  

Figure 5. The planet light subtracted for a 90◦ FoV rotation. Amount of the planet light that is self-subtracted by the
post processing reduction (M1 corresponds to simple ADI, M2 is an ADI by using two references psf and so on. For the
PCA the capital P is associated to the number of used modes) for Gaussian-Lyot coronagraph in a high Strehl condition.

5.1 Coronagraphic configurations

We tested several coronagraphic masks. First of all the Gaussian-Lyot Coronagraph; it is similar to the Lyot
coronagraphs:13 instead of a hard edge mask, it modulates the amplitude of the electric field in the FP with
a Gaussian filter. A Lyot stop is then put in the subsequent pupil plane. This solution allows to achieve a
better contrast at small angular separations with respect to the classical Lyot configuration. In the Figure 6 the



coronagraph is indicated as GAUSSJH.
We also studied the performance of the Shaped Pupil Masks;14 classical SP simply consists of a binary transmis-
sion pattern applied in the pupil plane to generate a high contrast region in the subsequent focal plane. If the
plane in which the high contrast zone is generated is not the detector plane, as in SHARK-NIR case, then a hard
edge mask can be placed to remove all light falling out of this zone. Finally, a stop is placed in the subsequent
pupil plane to remove residual light diffracted at the border of the pupil by the FP mask, as in the classical Lyot
configuration. The coronagraph can generate high contrast all around the star (360◦ extent) or in two regions
of variable extent (asymmetric discovery space). In the Figure 7 the coronagraph is indicated as SP1H.
We are considering the implementation of a fast tip-tilt correction during the exposure: this system allows
us to evaluate focal plane coronagraphs requiring high PSF stability, such as the Four Quadrant Phase Mask
(FQPM).15 This coronagraph suppresses on-axis starlight by means of a phase mask inducing a phase shift on
specific areas of the focal plane. In particular, the mask is arranged according to a four quadrant pattern: two
quadrants on one diagonal without phase shift and the two other quadrants providing a phase shift. Provided
that the image of the star is exactly located at the center of the mask, the four beams combine in a destructive
way and the stellar light is mostly rejected outside of the pupil area. Then a Lyot stop is placed in this exit
pupil to remove the diffracted starlight. In the Figure 8 the coronagraph is indicated as FQPMH.
In the Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 the results of the data reduction pipeline are presented. We take into
account the self-subtraction factor and compare a simple ADI performance and the best post processing, by
using median subtraction and PCA, at each separation from the host star.
We stress the gain by choosing for each distance the best post processing and preserving almost the 60% of the
planet light simultaneously. In the Gaussian-Lyot and FQPM configuration the code performs a 1 magnitude
better then a simple ADI near the Inner Working Angle (IWA), at separation lower then 200mas from the host
star, both in condition of high and lower jitter values. While for the SP this gain is an half magnitude at 200mas
and of 1 magnitude at 250mas in both jitter cases.

6. CONCLUSION

After having tested other kind of coronagraphs, as the asymmetric SP, the Apodized Phase Plate and the Vortex,
we moved for choosing the final configuration of the SHARK-NIR. The asymmetric masks are attractive because
of the good performance near the IWA. For these reasons, the final choice is to implement a symmetric SP and
a couple of asymmetric masks. Since asymmetric masks cannot access the entire 360◦ around the star, they
may be used for characterization of known objects. However, they are designed to generate two symmetric 110
high-contrast regions (for a total of 220◦ discovery space each) which are perpendicular to each other. Hence, if
used in sequence, we could in principle access the entire 360◦ region around the star for discovery.
Long ADI sequences are still difficult to generate because of computational time. We are focusing on increasing
the number of images to compare our simulations to the real amount of data taken during an on sky observation
and also because we are confident that the post processing code performance will become more and more
successful by using more images.
We also analysed some low Strehl cases, the gain of the pipeline in comparison to a simple ADI is confirmed,
even if the advantage is lower and focus on the large separation from the host star. This result and the gain of 1
magnitude in high and medium Strehl case in different coronagraph configurations encourage to implement the
code on sky images to verify and adjust the pipeline for the analysis of the scientific images of the SHARK-NIR.
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